MicronCSC®

Antifouling Performance for All Conditions
Multi-Season, Self-Polishing, No Buildup
Haul & Relaunch Without Repainting

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
WARNING
See Side Panel for Additional Precautionary Statements

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- COPPER 82.0%
- NICKEL 18.0%
- COPPER ALLOY 32.8%

CONTAINS PETROLEUM DISTILLATES
EPA EST 2819-921
EPA HEV1992-920

ONE U.S. GALLON
(3.785 L)

5580
BLUE
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

WARNING

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: MICRON CSC® is the newest in a series of multi-seasonal antifouling paints based on Controlled Solubility Coatings™ technology. These products are designed to be used by sailors at a controlled rate similar to a bar of soap. As a result, there will be a reduction in the amount of maintenance and minimal service at reapplication. In addition, this technology allows the boat to be hauled and relaunched during the following season without repainting. MICRON CSC® contains high solids and is designed to be a single coat system. It will provide excellent antifouling properties against all types of growth, weeds, barnacles, and other shell fouling. MICRON CSC® can be used below the waterline in fresh, salt, or brackish water on fiberglass, wood, and pre-painted metal hull and piping. Do not use on aluminum or brass below the waterline.

COMPATIBILITY: MICRON CSC® can be applied over most hard conventional antifouling paints as long as the old coating is sufficiently adhered and is in sound condition. MICRON CSC® should not be applied over any polyurethane, 44 or sailboat antifouling paints. These old coatings should be removed. MICRON CSC® is compatible with conventional bottom paints after they have been thoroughly sanded with 80 grit wet or dry sandpaper.

VOC: Less than 400 grams/liter (3.34 lbs/gallon) as supplied.

THINNER: Thin only when necessary. Do not exceed 10% by volume.

CLEAN-UP: Special Thinner 216™ or Brush-Ease 433™

THEORETICAL COVERAGE: 140 square feet per gallon/Coat will yield 2 miles dry film thickness.

DAYS: 10-20 days/hour. 7°F (21°C)

APPLICATION TEMPERATURE: 50°F (10°C) and above. (Air and hull)

APPLICATION TIMES: 24 hours at 70°F (21°C) or 72°F (22°C) during the 10-hour dry time extend 2 days dry time to a minimum of 35 hours.

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

GENERAL APPLICATION PROCEDURES: Still or slight wind prior to use. Apply at least 2 coats of MICRON CSC® by brush or roller. Do not apply thin coats. Keep in mind that the rate of the paint is directly related to the amount of paint applied. During application, brush, roll, or roller out. Use Interlux Brush-Ease 433™ to improve handling. Certain areas will require a second coat or additional applications to reach full performance. The manufacturer recommends two coats of MICRON CSC® for fresh, salt, and brackish water applications. Apply at least 2 coats of MICRON CSC® allowing proper dry times. This customer service is recommended for best performance.

BARE FIBERGLASS – NO SAND SYSTEM: Wash entire surface thoroughly with Interlux® Fiberglass Solvent Wash 20™ before application. Sand any imperfections and repair with Interlux® Waterline Y-135 and sand and clean. Apply one coat of Interlux® Interkote 259™ (Interkote 759™ or 259™) for fiberglass, Interlux® Interkote 259™ for wood and by sandblasting steel surfaces to a clean and smooth finish. Proceed with application system for bare wood as described below.

BARE WOOD – SANDING SYSTEM: Wash entire surface thoroughly with Interlux® Fiberglass Solvent Wash 20™, changing rags frequently. Before laying, sand with a dry cloth. (Use sure all wax and other contaminants are removed). Failure to properly clean the surface will result in paint delamination. Sand any imperfections and repair with Interlux® Waterline Y-135 and sand and clean. Apply one coat of Interlux® Sanding System 30™ compound to the entire surface. Follow sanding instructions on the can. Apply Interlux® Interkote 259™ (Interkote 759™ or 259™) allowing proper dry times.

UNDERWATER METALS: Contact the Interlux® Technical Service Department at 1-800-448-7588 for further details or to properly prime underwater coatings. Do not use on aluminum.

NOTE: MICRON CSC® SHARK WHITE 5584 may change color at the waterline. Color difference may occur between actual paint and color swatch on front of can.

MICRON CSC®

Interlux and Interlux Micro are registered trademarks of Akzo Nobel.

Interlux International Paint LLC
2270 Morris Ave., Union, NJ 07083 • 908-686-1300

AKZO NOBEL

DISCLAIMER: The information presented in this technical data sheet is considered to be accurate and reliable. However, Interlux makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of the information contained in this data sheet. Interlux accepts no liability for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this data sheet. Interlux does not assume any liability for any injury or damage resulting from its use. Interlux makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of the information contained in this data sheet. Interlux does not assume any liability for any injury or damage resulting from its use. Interlux does not assume any liability for any injury or damage resulting from its use.